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Tracking Your Website Visitors

 A perfectly optimized page has become an important
requirement of websites. Before focusing on speci�c
content that will help rank in the search engine, you
have to make sure your site can be crawled and
indexed. Follow our powerful SEO checklist! 

Where to Start? 

▢ Set up Google Tag Manager

 Easily update tracking codes and related
code fragments on your mobile app or
website. This

Tips

How to set up Google tag manager

▢ Set up Google Analytics

 Google Analytics gives you the tools you
need to better understand your customers 

Tips

How to properly set up Google Analytics 

http://support.google.com/tagmanager/answer/6103696?hl=en
http://medium.com/analytics-for-humans/setting-up-google-analytics-correctly-4f564b739d99


Technical SEO

▢ Identify Bad Redirects  

A redirect, in website terminology, is the
process of forwarding, or otherwise pointing
a URL and the associated page content to a
different URL. A 302 is a temporary redirect
and is used for site maintenance or time-
speci�c promotions. It's best if you replace
almost 302 redirects with 301 redirects 

Tips

 Learn more about how redirects work

▢ Find Broken Links and Crawl Problems 

 Broken links need to be �xed as soon as
possible because they impact users and
bots in a negative way. The larger your site,
the more important this is

Tips

How to check for broken links 

▢ Set up Google Search Console 

 Google Search Console enables you to
monitor your site’s performance in Google

Tips

Start setting up Google Search Consolè

http://moz.com/learn/seo/redirection
http://www.drlinkcheck.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beEEksQ5a5c


Technical SEO

▢ Add your Robots.txt �le

A robots.txt �le lets you create a quick
relationship with crawlers from search
engines visiting your website and is a sign of
quality.

Tips

Easily add Robots.txt �lè   

▢ Check if your site is Mobile Friendly 

 A mobile-friendly website is when your
regular website shrinks down to be small
enough to display on a mobile device. It is
essential that your site is responsive since it
impacts usability, especially for searches .

Tips

Google’s mobile-friendly testing tool 

▢ Create an XML Sitemap and submit it to
Google Search Consolè 

 An XML sitemap acts as a road map of your
website which leads Google to all of your
pages  .

Tips

Free Sitemap generator  (up to 500 pages)

http://thesearchguru.com/add-robots-txt-file/
http://search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly
http://www.xml-sitemaps.com/


On-Page SEO

▢ Create a Keyword Research   Sheet

Keyword research is a core SEO task that
involves identifying popular words and
phrases people enter into the search engine.
It is important to understand the intent
behind them is and it is very important to
your SEO strategy

Tips

SEMRush  
Adwords Keyword Planner  

▢ Get your Keyword into your Page URL  

Keywords in the URL are known to be a
ranking signal. Page URLs is important
because keywords in the URL are a ranking
factor and short and descriptive URLs can
help with link building and user experience

▢ Add �lenames and Descriptive ALT Tags

 Alternative text, also known as ALT Tags, are
used for search engines to see images and
look at �les names. Alt Tags need to be both
descriptive and useful   

http://semrush.com/
http://ads.google.com/home/tools/keyword-planner/


On-Page SEO

▢ Add your Keyword to your Title Tag   

Interesting and easily recognizable titles
with important keywords near the front help
ensure that people don't lose track of your
content. It normally is the �rst thing that
users see and is a very strong signal for
search bots to understand what the page is
about 

▢ Add your keyword to your Meta
Description

The Meta Description in HTML is the 155
character snippet used to summarize a web
page’s content. It is not used by search
engines as a ranking signal, however, it lets
visitors know what a page is about before
they click on it  

▢ Add your keyword to your H1 Tag 

H1 is a speci�c piece of HTML code that is
usually wrapped around text. The H1 is
considered the most important tag, and the
H6 is the least important. It is important that
there is one H1 in the entire page and that it
appears before any other heading tag



Off-Page SEO

▢ Research your Competitors Link Pro�les

The easiest way to start link building is by
tracking where they are getting their most
authoritative backlinks will help you to
understand their strategy as well as how
they are anchoring the links on their pages.
Information on competitors are very
powerful and they provide insights as to
where you can gain similar links .

Tips

Use SEMRush to analyze your competitor  

Full Guide on competitive analysis 

▢ Use Ahrefs to analyze your link pro�lè

You can enter your domain into Ahrefs.com
in order to see your domain score, unique
root domains, and more. Ahrefs URL rating
is a metric that shows how strong a back
link pro�le of a target URL is on a scale from
1 to 100 .

Tips

Use SEMRush for your backlink pro�lè

http://semrush.com/
http://www.99signals.com/competitor-analysis-semrush-detailed-guide/
http://www.semrush.com/features/backlink-audit-tool/


Social Media SEO

Tactics

▢ Setup All Social Media Channels

Update your bio pro�les to include important
keywords related to the website. SERPS will
pick this up �rst and you will have related
backlinks back to the website.

▢ Value-based content

The best content answers your potential
customers’ questions and provides concise
yet detailed information about your product.



Growth Checklist

Enhance User Experience (UX):

Prioritize page speed, intuitive navigation, and interactive elements to reduce
bounce rates and improve engagement metrics.

Enhance User Experience (UX):

Prioritize page speed, intuitive navigation, and interactive elements to reduce
bounce rates and improve engagement metrics.

E-A-T Principle (Expertise, Authoritativeness,

Trustworthiness):

Build content that showcases expertise, gains authority through quality
backlinks, and ensures accurate, trustworthy information.

Video Content SEO

Optimize video content with descriptive titles, detailed descriptions, and
proper tagging to improve visibility on video search results.

Schema Markup for Rich Snippets

:Implement structured data to help search engines better understand and
display your content in search results.



Growth Checklist

Leverage Zero-click Searches

Optimize for featured snippets and other SERP features to provide direct
answers.

Focus on SERP Position Zero:

Aim for the very top spot in Google’s featured snippets.

Use Behavioral Data for Content Optimization:

Analyze user behavior to tailor content strategies.

Incorporate Interactive Content for Engagement

Use quizzes, polls, and interactive infographics.

Advanced Link Building Tactics

Beyond traditional methods, explore guest podcasting, hosting webinars, and
creating shareable infographics for natural link acquisition.



Want to scale effortlessly?
We know growth better than most - we are your future peace of mind

agency ready to scale past your growth plateaus.

"Brenton Way was able to put into perspective our marketing goals and help align our
in�uence with action”

Peace Out Skincare

SCHEDULE MARKETING CALL
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https://brentonway.com/


Join our Growth Newsletter
Join our weekly growth marketing newsletter with our friends at Growth
Virality and you will instantly tap into our exclusive Discord community with
over 5,000+ other Marketers & Founders who are scaling their businesses
every day.

SUBCRIBE TO NEWSLETTER
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https://brentonway.com/growth-newsletter/

